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the support of the forces of inertia, as well as of a great mass
of people who were quite definitely convinced that no other
system was now possible for the country, the fact remains that
his road was beset with difficulties, even leaving aside as
irrevelant to our study the financial problems involved in a
crushing national debt and the problems of foreign policy that
were still being discussed at Vienna and were so closely bound
up with the manner of the King's return.
The outstanding question was that of the King's own
position, and in particular his relation to the Charter he had
issued on his accession. What was this " constitution " by
which he was now bound ? His free gift to his people, to be
taken back if desired as freely as it had been given, or the
virtual if unacknowledged condition of his return, forced upon
him, in fact, by the pressure of a public opinion no longer
prepared to tolerate absolutism? Supposing this preliminary
question satisfactorily answered, which it never was until 1830,
what was the precise nature and extent of the Royal Authority
—in other words, what could the King do or—more essential
still—not do ? Was the system set up by the Charter a work-
able system? Could Louis XVIII. command the services of
men able to work the delicate and complex mechanism of
constitutionalism ? Did he know himself what constitutionalism
implied, and did he possess those qualities of political sagacity
and tact so essential to its satisfactory functioning ?
To ask these questions is to answer them. As one of the
Royalist historians of the period says: " There was profound
inexperience of responsible government: its laws, its factors,
its dangers, its elements, its safeguards. Everybody went all
the more blindly ahead that no one knew anything. Scarcely
out of absolutism, they all plunged into the most difficult of
all forms of government, that which demands the greatest
wisdom, cleverness, moderation, controlled strength and in-
telligent compromise; each rushed headlong as passion led
him, content with nothing and demanding everything."l
The question that underlay all others, and yet remained un-
answered because no one would face it, was this: what exactly
1 Nettement, quoted by Ernest Daudet, Martignac, p. 9.
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